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By Charles L Valenti

Xlibris, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on
Demand *****. My son had the fortune of growing up in Italy as a military dependent. There, he
learned the sport of soccer through relationships made with his Italian friends. His book All-
American reveals how he used his knowledge of American sports on the soccer field in order to lead
a team that would put together a streak of ten consecutive years of not losing a single regulation
game by more than one goal! And now, this book called The Golden Lions of the Nosce Hostem
contains the military intelligence and counterintelligence with regard to strategic and tactical
deployment of member of his team. This is the second half of the story, in explaining exactly how
military philosophies based on actual events were used by his Grover Cleveland Soccer Team out of
Ridgewood, New York City. But beware, the faint of heart. My son is now in possession of this legacy
called The Golden Lions of the Nosce Hostem. With it, he can help you understand the crucial
knowledge gained from knowing your opponent. We are the last of the Lions. We are the Ghost
and...
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This publication is fantastic. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You may like the way the author compose this publication.
-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel-- Mr . Wilber  Thiel

A very wonderful book with lucid and perfect answers. It is probably the most incredible book i have study. Its been designed in an exceptionally simple way
and is particularly just after i finished reading through this publication by which in fact transformed me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- Ma cey Schneider-- Ma cey Schneider
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